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ABSTRACT
News value research assumes that news factors may shift and
diversify over time. Despite the technological and economic
transformations of the media over the past decades, however,
there has been little conceptual work on how journalistic news
factors might be changing. This paper addresses how broader
developments, such as digitization, datafication, and audience
fragmentation, lead to changing news practices. One
characteristic of the digital age is that attention is not only scarce
and increasingly contested but also continuously measured and
compared, leading to a heightened value around everything that
seems to draw an exceptional response. Therefore, we introduce
the news factor “public response” and argue that journalism
increasingly covers those issues and actors that (are said to) have
received broad or unexpected public attention. Using numerical,
linguistic, and visual means, journalists explicitly tell their
audience what many people are paying attention to. We
demonstrate the significance of this news factor by pursuing two
objectives: First, public response is presented conceptually and
distinguished from other news factors. Second, we use the case
of the 2016 US election campaign coverage to illustrate public
response and derive suggestions for future measurements in
qualitative and quantitative textual and visual content analysis.
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The news value approach is one of the most well-known and widely used concepts in
communication studies and has been influenced, in large part, by European research
(Eilders 2006; Kepplinger 2008; Preston 2016; Staab 1990). Although news factors have
become more broadly differentiated and systematized since the ground-breaking study
by Galtung and Ruge (1965), the core of identified news factors has hardly changed
over the last fifty years (Bednarek and Caple 2017; Eilders 2006; Harcup and O’Neill
2001; Kilgo et al. 2018; Preston 2016). At the same time, scholars have argued that
news factors may shift and diversify over time (Kepplinger 2008; Wilke 1984), especially
when considering the media change over the past decades due to digitization and the
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emergence of social media (Harcup and O’Neill 2017). However, research into news values
has not sufficiently factored in the media change occurring in the last decades since the
early studies were conducted (Joye, Heinrich, and Wöhlert 2015; Kilgo et al. 2018).
More recently, some scholars have observed that “‘Like’ and ‘Share’ metrics have
become news factors” (von Nordheim, Boczek, and Koppers 2018, 807), with journalists
increasingly reporting on “popular topics of conversation” (Anstead and O’Loughlin
2015, 208), as highlighted and ranked by social media platforms (McGregor 2019; Proferes
and Summers 2019). In light of the public debate about the attendance and viewership
numbers of President Trump’s inauguration, Bakardjieva and Gehl (2017, 215) also
reflected on the increasing importance that journalists give to data related to collective
attention: “Undoubtedly, we live in a time when metrics and analytics have taken on a
life of their own.” These studies contain either no reference to news value research or
only minor references. However, providing further elaboration, these recent observations
could be used to enrich our understanding of journalistic news selection and news values.
They support the notion that “public response” (Fürst 2013) can be regarded as a distinct
news factor that increases in importance due to media change.
Public response sheds light on how journalism picks up on events and topics that are
said to arouse public interest or are considered popular and pervasive. Due to the prolifer-
ation of media content and diversification of the public sphere (Schulz 1997; Webster
2014), topics that arouse broad or unexpected attention have been increasing in rel-
evance. Journalists often illustrate the publicity and popularity of topics, events, and
actors with figures, such as the number of Twitter followers or television viewers (audi-
ence metrics), the frequency of media coverage, or crowd sizes at events. Due to digitiz-
ation and datafication (van Dijck and Poell 2013), such figures are increasingly accessible
and can be used to heighten the newsworthiness of an issue or even turn an incident
lacking in newsworthiness into an event (Gürsel 2016, 295–296; Molaei 2015). This
paper addresses how broader developments in the media environment might lead to
changing news practices and connects news value research with recent notions on the
“attention economy” (Webster 2014, 49–53) and “metric society” (Mau 2019), in which
attention is scarce, highly contested, valuable, and permanently counted and compared.
In the following sections, we first describe in greater depth what is understood by
public response as a news factor and how this relates to changes in the media landscape.
Following this theoretical conceptualization, the second part of the paper presents a pro-
posal for the qualitative and quantitative operationalization of public response to make it
suitable for news value research and lists of news factors and allow for future comparisons
over time and across countries. The media coverage of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton
in the US election campaign in 2016 is used as a case study. This example is particularly
interesting since many scholars consider Trump’s high visibility in the news media and on
Twitter as a decisive success factor (Chadwick 2017; Francia 2018; Lowe 2018; McNair
2018; Parks 2020; Woolley and Guilbeault 2019). Researchers have argued that the
media attention that Trump attracted was largely triggered by his provocative and some-
times discriminatory statements, driven by the news factors of controversy, conflict, sur-
prise, and entertainment (Chadwick 2017, 252–253; Francia 2018; Karpf 2017; Lowe 2018;
McNair 2018, 138; Parks 2020; Patterson 2016). The massive news coverage is also attrib-
uted to the news factor of celebrity, especially because of Trump’s many years as a reality
TV star (Chadwick 2017, 258; Hearn 2016). What has been largely overlooked, however, is
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the fact that news media themselves reported on how Trump variously attracted public
attention—meaning that Trump generated media attention by being perceived as trig-
gering broad attention. As early as four weeks after Trump’s candidacy was announced,
the Washington Post, for instance, was already asking: “Why is Trump getting so much
attention?” (Cillizza 2015). In her recent study on the 2016 US election coverage, McGre-
gor also showed that various US news media reported on social media metrics, with many
stories focusing “solely on a trending hashtag” (McGregor 2019, 1080). Therefore, we
believe that the 2016 US election coverage offers a rich pool of material that could be
used to elaborate on public response as a news factor.
Conceptualizing Public Response as a News Factor
For more than 20 years, the steady proliferation of new technologies and communication
channels has been discussed by scholars in terms of audience fragmentation and the
potential loss of a common ground for conversations (S. Maier 2010; Riles, Pilny, and
Tewksbury 2018; Schulz 1997; Webster 2014). One school of thought considers the exten-
sive use of digital media and, with it, the virtually limitless media choices as a further
threat to the social functions of media. In this view, growing audience fragmentation
could mark the “end of a common cultural forum” (Webster 2014, 98) and “imagined com-
munities” (Anderson 1983).
In its central role of mediating public discourse, journalism addresses this problem by
explicitly reporting on events and actors that are considered to have gained a strong or
unexpected public response. This is to say that journalists tell their audience what “every-
one” is talking about or what many people are paying attention to. As the competition for
the scarce resource of attention steadily increases (S. Maier 2010; Webster 2014), the con-
centration of collective attention is accorded increased newsworthiness. Therefore, jour-
nalists make use of the growth in accessible usage data and meta-information, which
have risen in the course of digitization (Gillespie 2016; Haim, Kümpel, and Brosius 2018;
van Dijck and Poell 2013; Webster 2014). This includes publicly visible rankings of
most-read or most-shared content, such as trending topics on Twitter (Beckers and
Harder 2016; Gillespie 2016; Proferes and Summers 2019; Webster 2014). On the basis
of such almost omnipresent and mostly nontransparent popularity metrics, individual
content is highlighted and continuously compared to others (Webster 2014). The co-
orientation among media users that this facilitates increases the attention given to
content that is deemed popular and encourages herding and bandwagon behaviors, typi-
cally leading to self-reinforcing effects (Gillespie 2016, 60–61; Knobloch-Westerwick 2015;
Proferes and Summers 2019; Webster 2014, 42, 84, 94). Apparently, media users and pro-
fessionals conceive user data and rankings as indications about the general public and the
cultural importance of media offerings (Colbjørnsen 2014; Gillespie 2016, 67; J. W. Kim
2018). As Mau (2019, 11) put it, “Quantified measurements institutionalize certain
‘orders of worth’ which provide us with benchmarks and justifications for viewing and
evaluating things in a particular way.”
This development is, of course, not completely new. Audience numbers have long
been used in public discourse to raise attention by announcing attention records and hot-
spots (Bor 2013; Fürst 2020; Gillespie 2016). However, due to the growing omnipresence
of metrics and quantifications (Beer 2016; Mau 2019; McGregor 2019), the increasing
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competition for attention, and the economic crisis of journalism, attention metrics and
numbers have become more important in news selection and presentation. Such
metrics make it easier for journalists to select a topic out of the overwhelmingly large
amount of available content and topical issues. They also offer a time-effective option
for journalistic research, particularly in the context of increasing economic pressure
inside editorial offices that leads journalists to producemore content with fewer resources
(Anstead and O’Loughlin 2015; Fürst and Schönhagen 2018; von Nordheim, Boczek, and
Koppers 2018; Weaver, Willnat, and Wilhoit 2019). This means, for example, that content
on Twitter listed as a trending topic has an increased chance of becoming a news story
(Beckers and Harder 2016; Chadwick 2017, 256; Proferes and Summers 2019; van Dijck
and Poell 2013). At the same time, journalists use available figures on public response
to underscore fact-driven coverage and increase the acceptance and social utility of
news (cf. Beer 2016; Mau 2019; McGregor 2019; Riles, Pilny, and Tewksbury 2018, 1417–
1418; Roeh and Feldman 1984).
Analytically, we differentiate three dimensions of public response: audience response,
media response, and event response. Audience response comprises reports referring to
usage data and the degree of popularity. This could include articles on bestsellers in
the book, music, and film markets (Colbjørnsen 2014; Gillespie 2016) and on measured
or predicted television ratings (Bor 2013; Fürst 2020; Mertens 2006; Schlott 2013) that
turn out to be high or low (see, e.g., Koblin 2020). Furthermore, metaphors and general-
ized descriptions are used to represent the participation of a broader public or community
(e.g., “storm on Twitter,” Beckers and Harder 2016, 913). With the emergence of the Inter-
net and social media, popularity cues and popularity rankings “have become much more
common” (Knobloch-Westerwick 2015, 338; see also Haim, Kümpel, and Brosius 2018).
Declared trends and the number of shares, likes, and followers can trigger news coverage
or can be used to highlight the relevance of a report (Anstead and O’Loughlin 2015;
Beckers and Harder 2016; Gillespie 2016; McGregor 2019; Proferes and Summers 2019).
The number of audience clicks alone can tip the scales on whether or not something
becomes newsworthy. As a journalist put it, “This decision depends not only on
whether or not the video itself is journalistically important but whether its circulation
itself is news. So the news might not be what’s in the video but that this video is in
wide circulation” (Gürsel 2016, 295–296; for similar statements from journalists, see
McGregor 2019; Molaei 2015).
The dimension of media response contains explicit journalistic references to wide-
spread attention across numerous media outlets (publicity). Diverse forms of infor-
mation and verbal expressions are used, feeding the “construction of ‘the media’ as
socially central” (Couldry 2011, 196). First, media response is illustrated by stating the
amount of media stories published on a specific subject or event. Such reports might
include quantifications, a listing of numerous reporting media, or generalized descrip-
tions (e.g., “the media are reporting that…”, Fürst 2013, 8). Second, media response
is expressed by the (expected) number of journalists and camera teams attending an
event (Schlott 2013). Again, such articles can be based on figures (Lang and Lang
1953) or generalized descriptions (e.g., “surrounded by television cameras and reporters
from around the world,” Mertens 2006, 26). Third, media response is visually rep-
resented by showing a small or large crowd of journalists, cameras, or microphones
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(Caple and Bednarek 2016; Esser and D’Angelo 2003, 628–629; Lawson and McCann
2005; Schlott 2013).
The dimension of event response captures journalistic statements that contain numeri-
cal, linguistic, or visual cues concerning the quantity (e.g., specific number of participants)
and quality (e.g., enthusiastic reactions of a group) of event participation. The number of
participants in political and cultural events is commonly accepted as reflective of the
importance of an event (Mann 1974). Therefore, the mere question of how many
people attended an event can lead to controversial discussions and strong media cover-
age—the inauguration of Donald Trump and its unexpectedly low response is a case in
point (Chadwick 2017, 242–249; Werber 2017). Similarly, in the case of demonstrations,
there is often a struggle between police and organizers over the number of participants
that should be released to and published by the press (Cammaerts 2012, 122; McPhail and
McCarthy 2004). Studies have shown that demonstrations particularly meet journalistic
criteria when they are assumed to draw large crowds (Ertl 2015, 316–317; McCarthy,
McPhail, and Smith 1996; Wouters 2013). Furthermore, an early and seminal study
revealed that people are more likely to attend an event when they expect a large or
highly emotional response (Lang and Lang 1953). Consequently, many organizers publicly
announce high numbers of expected participants beforehand (Ertl 2015, 300; Werber
2017). This strategy has been used, for example, by demonstrations proclaimed as a
“million man march” (McPhail and McCarthy 2004) and has triggered a massive amount
of news coverage—not least because it enables journalists to controversially discuss
such expectations long beforehand (Watkins 2001). Moreover, event response is rep-
resented by visual cues. News media favor events and political speeches that allow for
the visual depiction of large and enthusiastic crowds (Lawson and McCann 2005;
Schlott 2013). Politicians, therefore, strive to create these types of images (Grabe and
Bucy 2009; Muñoz and Towner 2017). Importantly, as Lang and Lang (1953) have
shown, the impression of a large and enthusiastic crowd of people can be staged with
specific means of presentation.
These three dimensions of public response are analytically distinguished and can occur
separately. However, events and actors are more likely to receive extensive media atten-
tion when all dimensions can be addressed in a news story (Fürst 2013).
Differentiating Public Response from Other News Factors
Public response is different from common news factors such as reach, relevance,
impact, threshold, and magnitude. These news factors focus on the number of
people or size of groups who are, will be, or could be affected by an issue (e.g.,
parts of a society, whole nations, or several countries), the extent of the consequences
(whether or not the event endangers lives or the existence of a community), and the
duration of the resulting consequences (whether or not they are permanent or could
be reversed) (Araujo and van der Meer 2020, 643; Bednarek and Caple 2017, 55;
Eilders 2006, 8; Harcup and O’Neill 2001, 273, 279; M. Maier et al. 2018, 61–62; Moer-
naut, Mast, and Temmerman 2019, 106; Schulz 1990, 133). The news factor of magni-
tude also includes “extreme behaviours or occurrences,” such as “a man dying in
extreme temperatures in an oven” (Harcup and O’Neill 2017, 1479). Thus, these
news factors are quite broad. They refer to actual or potential effects for a specific
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individual or social group(s) or the audience itself. Moreover, they typically capture
events considered extreme or harmful.
The news factor of superlativeness, recently suggested by Bednarek and Caple (2017,
64), includes the news factor threshold, magnitude, reach, and relevance, but adds a
specific dimension: The event is constructed as a “‘more-ness’ in relation to a range of
aspects.” Therefore, superlativeness is also a very broad news factor and comprises, for
example, articles reporting that “a tsunami of crime” (80) has occurred or that “Putin
has dramatically raised the stakes” (94). In contrast, the news factor of public response
is measured by explicit statements about public attention. Due to the emergence of
the “attention economy” (Webster 2014, 49–53) and “metric society” (Mau 2019), news
is increasingly about informing one’s audience about other audiences and publics.
Public response also differs from the news factor of continuity. The latter refers to the
time period in which the media reported on a given topic (Eilders 2006; M. Maier et al.
2018, 150; Schulz 1990, 130), meaning that this news factor is not measured by what is
said in the text but is derived by coders and is “not always easy to identify” (Harcup
and O’Neill 2001, 273). In contrast, the dimension of media response is about explicit refer-
ences to media attention across different channels or outlets. This media attention is often
described as happening simultaneously or in a short period of time, thereby giving users
an indication of hotspots of media attention and on what events and actors many people
are presumably talking about (see the previous section on media response as part of
public response).
A news factor that specifically addresses the transformations of the media environment
—shareability—has recently been proposed by Harcup and O’Neill (2017). However, the
authors focused not on news reports about what is actually being shared by media users
but on the anticipations of journalists regarding the shareability of their own reports once
they are published: “Stories that are thought likely to generate sharing and comments via
Facebook, Twitter and other forms of social media” (Harcup and O’Neill 2017, 1482). This
news factor is, thus, according to the authors (2017, 1481), “hard to define” and cannot be
measured by means of content analysis.
Previous studies on news values have revealed that different news factors do sometimes
have similarities and that, therefore, they often co-occur (Galtung and Ruge 1965, 69–71).
This has been stated, for example, for the news factor of impact/relevance and its relation to
negativity, superlativeness, and proximity (Bednarek and Caple 2017, 60; Eilders 2006, 15;
Moernaut, Mast, and Temmerman 2019). Likewise, the news factor of public response can
co-occurwith that ofmagnitude (Harcup andO’Neill 2017, 1479), thoughnot necessarily, as
the reported public response can also be low or average (e.g., Chadwick 2017, 243; Koblin
2020). Moreover, many reports characterized by the news factor of magnitude have
nothing to do with public response, such as in the above-mentioned case of a man
dying in extreme temperatures. Thus, we consider public response to be a discrete news
factor that should be measured in addition to other news factors.
Operationalizing Public Response: Linguistic, Numerical, and Visual
Indicators
Since the news factor of public response has only recently been introduced conceptually,
an established set of quantitative variables for measurement is not yet available. In a first
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step, qualitative indicators for the three dimensions of public response—audience, media,
and event response—will be presented, described, and illustrated with the use of
examples from the coverage of the 2016 US presidential candidates, Trump and
Clinton. In a second step, we derive variables for quantitative measurements that could
be used to integrate the news factor of public response into common lists of news factors.
Case Study: Public Response in the Media Coverage of the 2016 US Election
The textual analysis incorporated journalistic units addressing the public response to the
presidential candidates, Clinton and Trump, in the coverage from April 12, 2015
(announcement of Clinton’s candidacy) to November 8, 2016 (election day).1 We included
three national newspapers (print and online editions): The New York Times (NYT), The
Washington Post (WP), and USA Today. These newspapers were selected because both
their online and print versions are still widely used as a source of political information
in the United States (S. Maier 2010; Nelson 2020; Reuters Institute 2016, 32–33). Moreover,
the NYT andWP have been found to influence the agenda of both social media and other
news media (Y. Kim et al. 2016).
The research of articles was carried out using the LexisNexis database. Since this data-
base does not archive images or graphics, the first part of the analysis focused on text.
Due to the large number of articles published on the US election, the material in the
full-text database was accessed using combinations of several search terms (Table 1).
These truncated search terms were derived from deductive reasoning in the context of
the three dimensions of the news factor of public response and, inductively, on the basis
of a preliminary search of the material for analysis. The terms represent only a small part of
all possible search terms that capture public response. However, they offered rich material
to conduct an exploratory study by means of qualitative content analysis (Scheufele
2008). The hit lists were reviewed separately for every search term combination. If articles
were displayed for several search queries, duplicates were deleted. Duplicates were ident-
ified by matching the authors’ names, the headline of the article, and the date of publi-
cation. Whether an article was actually relevant for analysis was determined manually
by reviewing the sections in which the selected search terms appeared as well as the
Table 1. Search terms and parameters for identifying relevant articles.
Dimension Description
Search terms and SEARCH PARAMETERS
used in conjunction with:




Reference to the degree of audience popularity of
content or actors in the media
SAME PARAGRAPH Rating
SAME PARAGRAPH Follower




Reference to widespread media attention, i.e.,
publicity of an issue, actor, or event
SAME SENTENCE media




Event response Reference to the amount of event participants and
their reactions
SAME PARAGRAPH rally
SAME PARAGRAPH (crowd OR thousand)
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preceding and subsequent paragraphs. Articles that, for example, only contained a call for
participation in a Twitter debate initiated by a newspaper were removed.
Overall, 765 relevant articles were identified by two researchers as containing at
least one reference to the presence or intensity of one of the three dimensions of
public response to Trump or Clinton. The validity and reliability of the data collection
were ensured by constant exchanges between the two researchers. Statements on
audience response (n = 306) and event response (n = 302) occurred highly frequently,
while references to media response (n = 208) occurred less frequently. In a second
step, the NYT database (https://www.nytimes.com/search) was searched for “image sli-
deshows” for the same period of analysis (using the search terms “Trump” and
“Clinton”) in order to capture the visual representation of the news factor of public
response. The NYT was chosen for this because it yielded the most hits in the text
analysis. In what follows, examples of the three dimensions of public response are pre-
sented and discussed in the context of their significance to the election reporting in
2016.
Audience Response
Statements on the usage or popularity of content or actors in traditional or social media
are conceived as indicators of audience response. As the case study revealed, audience
response to Trump was covered quite frequently. Some articles highlighted such refer-
ences in the headline, especially with respect to TV ratings. For example: “Record
Numbers Watch Debates—With or Without Trump” (WP, October 16, 2015) and “84
Million: Debate Sets a Record for Viewers” (WP, September 28, 2016). Trump was often
portrayed as someone who generally provided for especially high audience ratings.
This was expressed, for example, by metaphorically calling him a “ratings machine,”
“ratings boon,” “big ratings draw,” or “ratings bonanza” (WP, October 13, 2015; WP,
December 4, 2015; NYT, May 5, 2016; NYT, May 19, 2016). Such descriptions also contained
terms and attributions shaped by Trump himself, including superlatives with which
Trump presented himself as the focus of society’s attention: “That was an exciting
evening for me folks,” he said, adding, “And it set the all time [sic] record for debates
and maybe television, who knows” (NYT, September 28, 2016). With these very positive
and constantly repeated self-portrayals regarding his audience response, Trump
obviously influenced media coverage about himself.
Numerous reports provided numerical highlights of the response Trump generated on
social media platforms. Most of these articles explicitly pointed to the high follower
numbers of his Twitter and Facebook accounts, which were usually equated with a rel-
evant power resource. This was particularly evident in metaphorical terms describing
the audience as Trump’s “legion” or “army of Twitter followers” and an image of Trump
as the “king of Twitter, collecting 5 million followers” (NYT, January 28, 2016; WP, Decem-
ber 13, 2015; USA Today, December 22, 2015).
Conversely, news about Clinton rarely highlighted her audience response. Only a
few articles depicted her response numerically by stating that she reached hundreds
of thousands and millions of people through Twitter and Facebook, partly claiming
that these channels were used deliberately by the Clinton campaign to influence or
circumvent the media agenda. Some reports made direct comparisons with Trump,
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representing Clinton in subordinate terms. Trump’s self-portrayals also triggered such
coverage:
Campaigning via social media is ‘a very effective way of communication,’ Trump said on the
Sunday debate, noting his 12.4 million Twitter followers and 11.3 million Facebook likes.
Democrat Hillary Clinton has 9.7 million Twitter followers and more than 7 million likes to
her page on Facebook. (USA Today, October 4, 2016)
Most articles reporting on the audience response to Clinton were published in 2016 and
addressed the interest she sparked in television viewers. In these articles, Clinton and
Trump were typically highlighted to the same extent. The election campaign between
the rivals was said to ensure that television news, in general, and the TV debates, in par-
ticular, made for good ratings. During the run-up to the television debates, some reports
expressed the expectation that the debates would generate record ratings. Moreover, a
few stories compared whether Clinton or Trump attracted more television viewers.
Here, too, Trump’s strategic statements were taken as a starting point in portraying
which candidate had done better:
‘The Nielsen ratings just came out,’ Donald J. Trump, the Republican presidential nominee,
said with a smile on Friday in Colorado, hours after his Democratic opponent, Hillary
Clinton, delivered her climactic convention speech. ‘We beat her by millions.’ Well, yes and
no. (NYT, July 30, 2016)
The reports often referred to usage statistics. However, it was also generally stated that the
ratings were particularly high or that America as a whole was paying attention to the
latest television and news events.
Since the media audience is a mediated, widely dispersed community, there are only
limited means of visualization. However, one way to picture audience response is to look
at public viewings or watch parties, which in the case of the US election campaign
occurred during the presidential debates (Figure 1).
Media Response
Media response refers to reports describing the extent to which a person, an organization,
or event attracts attention across numerous media sources and, therefore, publicity. With
Figure 1. Visualization of audience response: Public viewing of the televised debates. Photographs:
Left: Wright (2016), Right: Heissler (2016).
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respect to the coverage of the 2016 US election campaign, the headlines of some articles
emphasized metaphorically and numerically Trump’s success in creating publicity while
also expressing a media-critical perspective, for example: “Trump Coverage Is Out of
Control” (USA Today, August 25, 2015) and “The Media’s $2 Billion Gift to Trump” (WP,
March 16, 2016). Trump was called a “breakout media star” who creates “massive” or “sig-
nificant” attention in the media (WP, September 11, 2016; USA Today, June 23, 2016; WP,
June 1, 2016). Specific figures were used to illustrate, quantify, and thus objectify the
extent of the journalistic attention: Some authors pointed to the amount of time
devoted to Trump or the amount of money that would have been paid for the equival-
ence of purchased airtime (“earned media” in dollars). Such calculations, which
stemmed from commercial media research, were repeatedly published during the run-
up to the election, whereby Trump generated additional media coverage that presented
him as the center of public attention. Most reports indicated that Trump received much
more attention in the media than Clinton. This depicted attention was mostly seen as ben-
eficial to Trump:
Despite spending little on advertising, Mr. Trump had a news media presence that dwarfed
those of other candidates, with pervasive coverage of his campaign on television, in print and
on social media. According to mediaQuant, Mr. Trump earned $639 million in free media in
May—more than double Mrs. Clinton’s $275 million. (NYT, June 22, 2016)
Journalists ascribed Trump’s intense media coverage to his numerous posts on Twitter
and high follower numbers, therefore referring to both media and audience response.
For example, Trump’s tweets were said to practically dictate the media agenda:
On Twitter, where he regularly regales his millions of followers with 140-character bursts of id,
Mr. Trump’s posts are mainlined and amplified by the rest of the media; with one or two
tweets, he can dominate cable TV, the web, newspapers and talk radio for an entire day.
(NYT, May 19, 2016)
Occasionally, news stories provided explanations for a diverging media response to
Clinton and Trump, such as in the following metaphorical headline: “Can Media Resist
Trump Temptation? It’s Hard to Be Fair When One Nominee Is a Headline Machine and
the Other, uh, Isn’t” (USA Today, October 4, 2016). This article also criticized the workings
of the media, yet still spread the word that Clinton was unable to generate as much media
attention as Trump. By continually updating measurements and estimates of the media
presence of candidates, the newspapers ultimately contributed to the phenomenon
they described. In doing so, some of the journalists’ own projections also came into
play, postulating a clear decrease in Clinton’s media visibility:
By some estimates, Donald Trump has received the advertising equivalent of more than $4
billion in free media coverage, while Clinton has gotten little more than half that. Since
the conventions, as his daily obnoxiousness and varied offenses against good politics con-
tinue, let me spitball that he gets 90% of the coverage to her 10%. (USA Today, August 22,
2016)
Media response is often visualized by photographs depicting actors surrounded by micro-
phones, cameras, and journalists, as shown in Figure 2. Several camera teams focusing on
a person symbolizes high media interest and underlines the newsworthiness of this
person or the event in which the person is involved.
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Event Response
With respect to event response—characterized by the amount of people or their collec-
tive reactions—the news coverage featured patterns that were similar to those identified
in the other dimensions. Many articles dealt with the popularity of Trump’s campaign
events. One journalist even explicitly pointed to high numbers of participants as an indi-
cation of newsworthiness: “Were the cable networks wrong to carry live coverage of so
many Trump rallies? Recall that the events themselves were newsworthy because of
the extraordinary size of the crowds” (WP, March 29, 2016).
The size and reactions of these crowds were often covered in detail. The reporting
described, for example, how the participants reacted collectively to Trump’s statements
by chanting. According to many reports, Trump attracted “enormous,” “large, enthu-
siastic,” and “big, boisterous crowds” of 10,000 or “more than 15,000” participants
(USA Today, February 1, 2016; WP, May 3, 2016; WP, January 12, 2016; NYT, October
15, 2016). Metaphorical and numerical references were also used in headlines, such
as: “Trump Message Plays Well to Big Dallas Crowd” (WP, September 15, 2015),
“Overflow Crowd for Trump in the Backyard of Sanders” (NYT, January 8, 2016), and
“Trump’s Crowds are Big, but His Counts Are Bigger” (WP, October 31, 2016). In
some reports, Trump’s rallies became newsworthy events ahead of time by emphasiz-
ing estimated participant numbers. Such reports claimed that thousands or tens of
thousands of people were expected to attend the event, often including counter-
demonstrators.
Some news articles reported that Trump strived to make the number of people at his
rallies as visible as possible in the public eye. To achieve this strategic goal, Trump also
made specific demands on journalists: “[H]e does what he routinely demands that televi-
sion reporters do at his rallies: Show the crowds” (NYT, February 5, 2016). Moreover, some
reports integrated quotes from Trump pointing out the success of his events, especially in
comparison to other candidates.
Articles on the response to Clinton’s events, however, often stated that they were com-
paratively small. During the first weeks of the electoral race, some reports noted that the
campaign was focused on the organization of small events with specific target groups.
This occasionally generated positive headlines for event response (“For Clinton, ‘Small’
Figure 2. Visualizations of media response to Clinton and Trump. Photographs: Left: Mills (2016),
Right: Crowley (2016).
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Events Still Draw a Frenzy of Attention,” NYT, April 15, 2015), but it did not continue during
the course of the campaign.
Photographs of cheering crowds with campaign posters were a common theme in
election campaign coverage (see Figure 3), constituting visual indicators of event
response.
Qualitative Measurement of Public Response
As shown in the presentation of the case study, linguistic (descriptive, metaphorical),
numerical, and visual indicators of the news factor of public response were present in
news reports. These indicators can be used as the basis of categories for qualitative
content analysis (Scheufele 2008) in order to further investigate this news factor. The fol-
lowing is an overview (Table 2) of the individual categories, including examples.
The categories can refer to both individual and collective actors mentioned in media
coverage (as in the case of Trump and Clinton) or to events (e.g., elections, demon-
strations, royal weddings).
References to expected winners and losers or candidates’ chances of winning the elec-
tion, mostly illustrated by opinion polls, are not considered indicators of the news factor
of public response. These reporting patterns, which are analyzed within the framework of
the horse race concept (Banducci and Hanretty 2014), focus on political opinions and
decisions but do not contain information about the achieved or expected public
response. However, news coverage of election campaigns can report on public response
and connect these statements with discussions on who might win or lose an election (see
McGregor 2019), which is interesting for future studies on horse race coverage.
Quantitative Measurement of Public Response
A large part of news value research is based on quantitative content analysis, where the
presence or intensity of news factors is usually indicated in numerical values or codes
(Eilders 2006; M. Maier et al. 2018). Galtung and Ruge (1965) and Harcup and O’Neill
(2001) recorded the news factors they identified as dichotomous (presence/absence).
Schulz (1990) considered different intensity levels of news factors on a four-level scale,
Figure 3. Visualizations of event response to Trump. Photographs: Left: Yalkin (2016), Right:
Winter (2016).
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defined each level, and illustrated them with concrete indicators. For example, the lowest
intensity level of the news factor of celebrity is coded only if ordinary people are men-
tioned in the reporting, while the highest intensity level is chosen if internationally
known personalities, such as actors or singers, are mentioned. Eilders (1997) varied the
measurements of news factors and used dichotomous variables in addition to the four-
level scales. Her measurements were used in subsequent studies (e.g., Wendelin, Engel-
mann, and Neubarth 2017). For the statistical analysis, however, it turned out that all
the news factors needed to be dichotomized for reasons of reliability. Recently, the use
of a three-level scale in news value research has shown good reliability (Araujo and van
der Meer 2020, 643). Furthermore, some studies have quantitatively measured news
factors in photographs (e.g., Rössler et al. 2011; Stengel 2013), where operationalizations
of news factors derived from text analysis are transferred to visual content, including
measurements capturing different intensity levels. For example, the intensity level of
the news factor of personalization of a photo is coded with 0 if no one is recognizable
in the image. The highest intensity level, 2, is coded if an individual is depicted in a
private context (Stengel 2013).
Table 2. Qualitative categories for the analysis of public response.
Categories Example(s) from the coverage of the US election 2016
Dimension: audience response




“the entire nation was watching…”
Linguistic description
(metaphorical)
“ratings machine,” “ratings boon,” “big ratings draw,” “ratings bonanza,” “army
of Twitter followers,” “King of Twitter”
Numerical descriptions
(concrete and vague numbers)
TV ratings, number of followers/likes:
“Trump said on the Sunday debate, noting his 12.4 million Twitter followers
and 11.3 million Facebook likes. Democrat Hillary Clinton has 9.7 million
Twitter followers and more than 7 million likes to her page on Facebook”





Descriptions of the actual, expected, or estimated attention by the media or journalists (publicity) regarding an issue, actor,
or event; often expressed by comparisons
Linguistic descriptions
(generalized)
“Trump can dominate cable TV, the web, newspapers and talk radio for an entire
day”; he triggered “massive,” “significant” media attention
Linguistic description
(metaphorical)
“Trump coverage is out of control”; “Trump is a breakout media star”; “Headline
machine”
Numerical descriptions
(concrete and vague numbers)









Trump attracted “enormous,” “large, enthusiastic,” and “big, boisterous crowds”
Linguistic description
(metaphorical)
“overflow crowd for Trump”
Numerical descriptions
(concrete and vague numbers)





These textual and visual analyses—mostly stemming from the European tradition of
news value research—distinguish analytically and empirically between news factor and
news value (Kepplinger 2008; M. Maier et al. 2018; Schulz 1990): While the former is
measured by means of reported event characteristics, the latter is measured by the atten-
tion journalists give to these characteristics in their reporting in terms of length or place-
ment (page number, mentioning in the headline, etc.). Therefore, the reference to a news
factor in the headline or in the majority of an article is important for coding the news
value, but it is not relevant for coding the intensity level of a news factor.2 However, it
is conceptually assumed that the intensity of the news factor and the interplay of the
intensities of several news factors typically influence the news value, meaning the way
in which the news is reported (placement, scope, etc.).
In accordance with methodological developments in European news value research,
we propose two quantitative operationalizations that would record both the existence
and intensity of public response: First (option A), a differentiated analysis of public
response is possible—especially at the level of statements (as the unit of analysis)—if
each dimension (audience, media, and event response) is treated as an individual variable
on a three-level scale ranging from no (code = 0) to low (code = 1) up to a high-intensity
level (code = 2). The different intensity levels of the three variables can be determined by
searching for and interpreting the corresponding linguistic, numerical, and/or visual indi-
cators in the material of analysis, as illustrated in the previous section (see Table 2). It
seems unreasonable to suggest general rules regarding how the intensity levels should
be coded or which numbers would indicate which intensity level. Instead, we propose
that the coding of intensity levels depends on the object of analysis, its specific contexts,
and the comparisons and evaluations prevalent in the news coverage. For example, an
audience of 300 people for a local election event may be represented as a high event
response, whereas it would indicate a rather low response for a national election event.
It is important to note that these intensity levels of the three variables of the news
factor of public response, as shown above for previous research, only reflect the ascribed
characteristics of an event or actor mentioned in a report. In addition, the characteristics
of the report itself are captured in rather formal and established variables, such as “men-
tioning in the headline” or “length of report,” and are used to measure the news value.
Second (option B), if the news factor of public response is to be measured in a single
variable referring to the full report as the unit of analysis in line with the operationaliza-
tion of other news factors, such as personalization, prominence, and damage, the follow-
ing distinction between four intensity levels would be suitable. The four intensity levels
here represent a sum index of the three dichotomously measured (presence/absence)
dimensions of public response:
. The lowest intensity level is coded if there is no indicator of public response in the
report at all.
. The second lowest intensity level is coded if only one dimension of public response
(audience, media, or event response) is addressed in the report.
. The second highest intensity level is coded if two of the three public response dimen-
sions (audience, media, or event response) are addressed in the report.
. The highest intensity level is coded if all three dimensions of public response (audi-
ence, media, and event response) are addressed in the report.
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It can therefore be argued that an event receives extensive coverage when all dimen-
sions of public response could be addressed (Fürst 2013), which is typically the case for
media events (Fürst 2020). Their relevance is highlighted by reporting that they trigger
an enormous response from the media audience, the news media, and the audience in
situ. For example, the news coverage of papal funerals not only highlights that billions
of people worldwide will watch the event but also includes pictures of journalists,
cameras, and crowds of people in St. Peter’s Square (Schlott 2013, 125, 202, 221). Such
reports about the public response of media events are often based on estimations and
speculations in the run-up to the event (Fürst 2020; Schlott 2013).
While the first operationalization (option A) allows a small-scale measurement of all
dimensions of the news factor, the second operationalization (option B) can only
provide generalized information on the news factor. However, the latter can be coded
comparatively faster and more reliable due to the rather broad data collection approach.
Discussion and Conclusion
We argue that the significant media transformations of the last decades—including the
growing economic pressures and competition for audience attention and the increase
in information channels and availability of metrics—have also led to changes in the selec-
tion and presentation of news. Recently, some scholars (Anstead and O’Loughlin 2015;
Bakardjieva and Gehl 2017; von Nordheim, Boczek, and Koppers 2018) and journalists
(see Gürsel 2016, 295–296; McGregor 2019, 1079–1080; Molaei 2015) have observed
that collective attention has become a news factor in itself, but further elaborations
and conceptions in international research on news values were hitherto lacking. Existing
lists (for an overview, see Eilders 2006; Harcup and O’Neill 2017; M. Maier et al. 2018)
include news factors such as reach, relevance, threshold, and magnitude, with a focus
on the consequences of an event or the number of people who are or could be
affected by an issue. These factors are quite broad and typically capture extreme or
harmful events, while other news factors, such as continuity, are generally not mentioned
in the text but must be derived by coders. In contrast, the news factor of public response
specifically accounts for the growing circulation of attention metrics and new, self-reinfor-
cing dynamics of attention in the digital age (Webster 2014). It is driven by journalists
explicitly telling their audience about attention hotspots and what “everyone” is talking
about. This selection and presentation of topics, events, and actors that are said to
attract a huge or unexpected public response and demand are not a completely new
phenomenon but have gained prominence due to the media transformations of the
last decades. The aim of this paper was to conceptualize, discuss, and empirically illustrate
the characteristics of this news factor called public response.
The case study of the 2016 US presidential campaign indicates that public response
plays a relevant role in news coverage: Indications of public response were based on gen-
eralized linguistic descriptions (“Trump can dominate cable TV, the web, newspapers and
talk radio”), memorable metaphors such as “ratings machine” and “king of Twitter,” and
the continuous provision of numbers (followers on social media, TV ratings, etc.) by
social networks and commercial media research. Moreover, photos of the candidates
being watched by media audiences and surrounded by journalists or cheering partici-
pants at campaign events constituted visual indications of audience, media, and event
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response. Trumpwas clearly portrayed as a candidate who arouses strong public response
and who determines the course of public debate. In contrast, Clinton was often portrayed
as not being able to draw attention to herself.
The news factor of public response does not only contribute to the analysis and expla-
nation of journalistic news selection and presentation; it also points to two related critical
developments in journalism: First, as the case study revealed, most reports did not
reflect on how the public response they reported on was generated and what it
could predicate. What occurs on Twitter, for example, would appear less significant
if placed in the perspective of data on its use in the United States. During the
2016 campaign, less than 10% of Americans used Twitter at least once a week
(Pew Research Center 2016, 20, 2017, 17). Even before the elections, it became
known that there were many social bots, paid political trolls, and inactive accounts
among Trump’s followers (Chadwick 2017; Karpf 2017; Kollanyi, Howard, and
Woolley 2016; Woolley and Guilbeault 2019). Thus, the actual response of Twitter fol-
lowers or television viewers is not necessarily a decisive influence. Instead, it is crucial
how audience response, but also media and event response, is counted, described,
and discussed across various media channels in public discourse. Reports on media
response, for instance, were often based on data from media research companies,
which according to Chadwick (2017, 259) operated on a questionable and partly
non-transparent basis. However, once these measurements and claims of attention
hotspots exist and are circulated in the hybrid media system (Chadwick 2017), they
can lead to more media coverage and self-reinforcing effects, eventually establishing
the idea among media users that a particular topic or actor dominates everyone’s
attention and has high “conversational value” (Atkin 1972, 189)—which in turn
leads to more users looking for and clicking on such content (Gillespie 2016; Kno-
bloch-Westerwick 2015; Webster 2014).
Second, the analysis also revealed that the very messages that Trump himself often
postulated in his campaign events were spread widely, often unchallenged, by news
media. Trump’s campaign staff have acknowledged that the primary objective was to stra-
tegically influence the media agenda, for example, by creating a false impression of the
response in online media (Woolley and Guilbeault 2019). The organization of few but
large campaign events was also aimed at attracting media attention (Chadwick 2017,
266; Cosgrove 2018, 58–59; Lowe 2018, 288–289). Studies on news selection and
agenda building have found that politicians and political parties seek to strategically
adapt their messages to journalistic selection criteria (Francia 2018; McNair 2018; Parme-
lee 2014). Future research could, therefore, investigate how actors from politics, the
economy, and civil society emphasize their public response in strategic communication
and agenda-building efforts, for instance, by analyzing press materials, speeches, and
social media accounts.
The analysis at hand is a first step at exploring the news factor of public response
and its importance. Future research could investigate the full coverage of presidential
campaigns or other topics in order to assess the significance of public response in
relation to other news factors. Such studies could address the complementarity
hypothesis (Galtung and Ruge 1965) and examine whether a high intensity level of
public response could compensate for the lack of other news factors. It would be
further interesting to analyze television as it does not only promise useful insights
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with respect to the interplay of text and images (Bednarek and Caple 2017; Grabe and
Bucy 2009; Stengel 2013) but is also a very important and widely used news source
(Pew Research Center 2016, 2017; Reuters Institute 2016). Such studies would contrib-
ute to news value research and broaden our understanding of the metric society and
its specific dynamics.
Notes
1. Parts of this case study have previously been published in German (Fürst and Oehmer 2018).
2. This approach contrasts with conceptualizations that normatively define news value as some-
thing that should be reported (Strömbäck, Karlsson, and Hopmann 2012, 719).
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